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secondary clip-in carrier

nonius hanger

1

Suspend the clip-in carrier 
with the nonius hanger

- Max. spacing between nonius 
hangers = 1000mm in each 
direction 

- Max. spacing from end of 
secondary carrier = 300mm 

- Upper parts to be �xed with 
2 �xations to architectural 
ceiling to prevent rotation

- Fixations in ceiling need to 
be aligned to the �nal position 
of the carrier

- Use 2 locking clips for each 
nonius hanger

- Carriers: to be placed parallel 
and height aligned with the 
help of the nonius hangers

Mount � rytmi lamella to 
carrier

- Insert the cross-connector in 
the top groove of the lamella and 
twist 90°

- Position the carrier 
perpendicular to the lamella

- Clip the upper part of the 
cross-connector in the bo�om of 
the carrier 

! Use a �athead screwdriver to 
ease the installation of the 
cross-connector in the carrier 
(avoid deformation)

Place tiles in lamella

- Gently push the tile in the half  
clip-in pro�le mounted on the 
lamella 

- Ensure that the dimple on tile 
is fully clipped-in 

- Work from end to end 
(never  start in the middle when 
clipping in/out to avoid 
bending)

90°

2 3

! To make grid more stable 
extra nonius hangers can be 
added under a 45° angle 
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reference lamella clip-in carrier upper part 
nonius hanger

lower part
nonius hanger

name VKXX-XXX-L VK770033 VK770184-XXX VK770184

reference nonius locking clip cross connector carrier splice tile

name VK710113 VK770123 VK770163 VKXX-XXX
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2

Gently pull out from
end to end 

a

- Click the removal tool on the panel one centimeter from the corner 
   on the shortest side of the � rytmi tile (position 1)

- Gently pull to loosen the corner (use cut resisting gloves)

- Repeat at position 2 

- Support tile to avoid it from dropping

- Gently increase angle “a” to loosen tile in the middle 

- Make sure tile is free and safe to pull out 

- Remove tile 

Never insert tool on the long side of the � rytmi tile! 
This will lock the tool and may cause damage to the lamella.


